ABSTRACT There is an immense need of a proof of delivery (PoD) of today's digital media and content, especially those that are subject to payment. Current PoD systems are mostly centralized and heavily dependent on a trusted third party (TTP) especially for payment. Such existing PoD systems often lack security, transparency, and visibility, and are not highly credible, as the TTP can be subject to failure, manipulation, corruption, compromise, and hacking. In this paper, we propose a decentralized PoD solution for PoD of digital assets. Our solution leverages key features of blockchain and Ethereum smart contracts to provide immutable and tamper-proof logs, accountability, and traceability. Ethereum smart contracts are used to orchestrate and govern all interactions and transactions including automatic payments in Ether cryptocurrency between customers, digital-content provider, and the file server hosting the digital content. All entities are incentivized to act honestly, and our solution has a mechanism to handle dispute if arisen among participants. The solution has an off-chain secure download phase involving the file server and customers. Moreover, our solution leverages the benefits of interplanetary file system to store the agreed upon terms and conditions between the smart contract actors. A security analysis of our proposed system has been provided. The full code of the smart contract has been publicly made available on Github.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the ease and the advancement of communication now a days, anyone can be a creator. Creating music, videos, blogs, eBooks, photographs and articles is not limited to experts of the field only. Consequently, emerging digital market places are now found that deliver digital products to consumers who are interested in the content delivered by other digital providers. According to statista, the U.S. revenue from digital media alone is 43.2 billion dollars [1] . In order to meet the increase in demand, digital market places offer a space for both providers and consumers to connect with each other.
However, it is crucial to have a proof of delivery (PoD) of the digital content to ensure that the requested digital media has reached successfully to its customer. PoD also assures both parties involved that the digital content reached untampered and as requested. This helps in reserving the rights of both the parties and establish trust for any future events.
Currently there are several digital market places that offer a space for both the digital creator as well as the consumers to connect. Although such platforms offer huge visibility they take a huge portion of the sales. Hence, leaving the creator with a very small profit. There are also other digital services that are more flexible in terms of the branding and the revenue share but the main issue in all the current solutions is that they are centralized.
Centralized system suffer from being a single point of failure. Moreover, they lack transparency and the authority is not distributed equally. Hence, they are more prone for corruption. Furthermore, such systems also rely on a trusted third party (TTP) for payment. Thus, making them unreliable and not trustworthy [2] .
On the other hand, a decentralized improved PoD system is possible using Blockchain. This attractive disruptive technology is known for being immutable and tamper-proof with a decentralized distributed ledger [3] . It has contributed in several solutions, not only in finance [4] but also in health care [5] , intrusion detection [6] , food industry [7] and supply chain management [3] , [8] . Its security features enable transparency, traceability and auditability [9] , [10] . In addition to its event system and tamper-proof ordered logs, using Ethereum allows blockchain to execute lines of code, making it programmable [11] . Trust plays an important role in a PoD system and is achieved using blockchain as all transactions are transparent and do not require the involvement of a TTP.
In [2] and [12] , we addressed the problem of PoD of physical assets that include shopping items. We proposed a blockchain based solution involving single and multiple transporters to deliver a physical assets between a seller and buyer. The solution facilitated for an interested buyer to buy an item from a seller in a decentralized way without the involvement of a TTP. In sharp contrast, this paper involves no transporters as it focuses on the PoD of digital assets only. Therefore, the smart contract functionality and structure is substantially different and solves a different purpose. Our proposed solution in this paper is focused primarily on using blockchain and smart contract to devise a solution to prove the delivery of any type of digital assets that may include videos, audios, photos, eBooks, articles, documents, as well as media streaming such as videos or music content. The main focus of our solution is to eliminate the need of a trusted third party and to overcome the trust issue among parties involved in the delivery of digital assets.
The primary contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We present a trusted, decentralized, secure PoD solution and framework for trading and delivery of digital assets. Our solution leverages key features of blockchain, Ethereum smart contracts, and IPFS.
• We devise various algorithms to be incorporated within the Ethereum smart contracts to automate payments in Ether cryptocurrency, incentivize all parties to act honestly, and handle disputes if arisen.
• We highlight key aspects of our blockchain solution in terms of the overall system design and architecture, featuring main interactions among participants. These aspects are generic enough to be extended and applied for any type of delivery of digital assets.
• We present implementation and testing details of the smart contract code, which we made publicly available at Github.
• We provide security analysis to show the smart contract code is secure against known known attacks and free of exploitable security vulnerabilities and bugs. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the related work. Section III presents the proposed blockchain solution. Section IV has the implementation and testing details. Section V discusses the security analysis of the implemented solution and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review and summarize related work and the existing blockchain-based solutions found in the literature on PoD systems, as well as digital market places.
An online blockchain-based digital market place is WEMARK [13] . WEMARK is a solution for photographs explicitly, where photographers can reserve their rights and publish their work to be sold. Interested customers can buy the photos and pay using the Wemark Tokens (WMK) [13] . This blockchain-based solution reserves the rights of the content creators. However, it does not propose any PoD scheme. Moreover, it is only limited to photographs and both the content creators as well as customers should trust Wemark as a platform.
AXEL on the other hand, is another blockchain-based digital market place that is more diverse and is also capable of streaming videos and other media files [14] . In spite of it being a system that gives freedom to the content creator to set the royalty share and audience, it does not have any PoD system.
Moreover, All Public Art (APA) is another blockchain digital market place for arts [15] . This startup aims on communicating artists together and reducing intermediary fees. It is specific for artists and their art work. APA is quite limited in its scope of digital media and is mainly targeting reserving the ownership of the artwork. Its solution does not tackle PoD of the artwork sold.
All of these existing blockchain-based digital market places are highly experimental and merely a proof of concept, with no publication of techniques or algorithms related to PoD. They mainly target providing a platform for the creators of the digital media to communicate and sell their items without compromising their share or revenue. Such existing concepts and solutions are extremely limited and do not offer a complete solution for all kinds of digital media. On the other hand, our proposed blockchain-based PoD solution is transparent, completely decentralized without TTP, and can be applied to any kind of digital media. Furthermore, our solution has automatic payment, and offers refund in case of disputes.
III. PROPOSED BLOCKCHAIN SOLUTION
In this section, we present our Ethereum blockchain solution to prove the delivery of different types of digital assets such as digital books, photos, documents as well as media streaming such as videos or music content. The solution utilizes the key features of the blockchain technology, Ethereum smart contracts, as well as the distributed Peer-to-peer files system of IPFS, to achieve a decentralized, trusted, traceable, secure delivery of the digital content, with automatic payment and dispute handling.
A. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The proposed blockchain solution focuses on the proof of delivery of digital assets between two parties. All the participating entities possess ethereum addresses and contribute in the communication on the chain with the smart contract. Moreover, an agreement form is signed by all the participating entities at the beginning. Hence, an InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) [16] hash of the terms and conditions agreement is part of the contract created. IPFS is a decentralized, open-source, peer-to-peer method for storing large volumes of data in an efficient way. Therefore, since storing on the blockchain large chunks of data is expensive, the blockchain is only used to store the hash that the IPFS provides for a stored file [17] . If all entities agree, the transaction starts and the agreed upon collateral is withdrawn from file server and the customer. The roles of the participants can be summarized as follows:
• Owner: The owner refers to the entity that actually owns the digital content and would like to sell it to interested customers.
• File Server: The file server is where the digital content is stored and would be streamed or downloaded by the customers.
• Customer(s): Multiple customers can have access to the digital content by requesting it through the smart contract.
• Arbitrator: The arbitrator is a trusted entity by the owner, file server and customer. The arbitrator would resolve disputes if they occur by trying to download the same item requested by a customer using the customer's token. Based on the download result of the arbitrator a refund may take place.
• Smart Contract Attestation Authority (SCAA): SCAA attests the contract to ensure that the code satisfies the agreed upon terms and conditions between all the participating entities. If a contract is attested by the SCAA, the contract address would be part of the SCAAs contract and the SCAAs address would be included in the contract. If a customer agrees on the terms and conditions then they can request the digital content and this would lead to paying for its price as well as a collateral which is kept as a deposit to incentivize honesty. An equal collateral would then be deposited by the file server. The contract then automatically provides a unique token to the customer. This token would then be used to access the content securely from the server off-chain. Each token has a validity time and the customer should access the content within this duration to avoid a transaction failure. Once the customer downloads the content, the file server would send a confirmation to the contract. The customer then sends a successful download confirmation to end the transaction and settle the payment. Everyone's collateral would then be returned and the owner as well as file server are paid their share. Figure 1 shows the interaction of the participating entities with each other and with the smart contract.
Blockchain technology provides transparency and the ability to log everything on the public ledger. Therefore, the Ethereum smart contract creates events and logs that help in tracing and ease the proof of delivery. In order to achieve the needed functionality, the smart contract contains the following:
• Methods: Methods are functions in the smart contract.
Using functions tasks can be done by the participating entities. There are functions that allow customers to request a document, the arbitrator to resolve disputes, the file server to pay the collateral, etc.
• Modifiers: Modifiers help to restrict the functionality of a function based on a certain requirement. For instance, a payable function should receive a certain amount of ether to execute, this was used to restrict the deposited collateral to a certain amount. Other modifiers were also used to create a role restriction.
• Events: Events are important to notify all the participating entities about updates regarding the transactions taking place. After the execution of any function call, an event takes place. This also eases tracing back in the case of disputes.
• Variables: Variables are required to store the information that represents the state of the contract and that might change as the functions get executed.
B. OFF-CHAIN COMMUNICATION
Off-chain communication is essential between the customers and the file server. The digital media is not stored on the chain as it would be extremely expensive. Hence, a secure download off-chain is the solution. The process starts with the customer requesting the digital content through the smart contract. After the collateral is payed by the customer and the file server, the smart contract automatically generates a unique token for the customer through the function GenerateToken(). The token is a hash created using the keccak256 built in function of Solidity. The hash is made using the following components, the customer's Ethereum Address (EA), Number of Successful Sales (NoSS), Number of Customers (NoC), Block Time stamp (BT ), and Token Validity ( ). The combination of those components ensures that the token is unique for each customer. Therefore, the token is generated as an event to all participating entity as: Token Customer = keccak256(EA Customer , NoSS, NoC, BT , ). The generated token once created is used by the customer for authentication when communicating with the file server to access the digital content. The message sent between the customer and file server is concatenated with the signature. In addition to the customer's token, the communicated message also includes the customer's Internet Protocol (IP) address, Time stamp (T ), EA of the customer and the file server as well as the public key (PK Customer ). Hence, the message is sent as: Msg Customer = IP Customer || T || EA Customer || EA Server || PK Customer || Token Customer . This message is sent by the customer to the file server concatenated with its signature. The signature is made using the customer's private key (VK Customer ) where Signed Customer (Msg Customer ) = E VK Customer (H (Msg Customer )). The file server upon receiving the message from the customer will verify the signature, the hash and the received message components with the information received through the smart contract.
The file server after authenticating the customer will reply back with a message that contains the server's IP address, time stamp, server's public key as well as the EA of the server and customer. The purpose of this message is to authenticate the file server to the customer, Msg Server = IP Server || T − 1 || EA Customer || EA Server || PK Server . This message is sent along with its signature as well, where the server would sign the message using its private key. Figure 2 presents the off-chain communication between the customer and the file server. After the authentication is completed successfully, an open Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) connection is used for data exchanges and to transmit the digital content from the file server to the customer.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING
The contract is created and tested using the Remix IDE [18] . Remix provides an environment for writing smart contracts in Solidity and for testing as well as debugging the contracts. This section focuses on the implementation and testing details.
A. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The customer first requests the digital content which could be a file, a book, an image, a video or music which can be streamed or downloaded. A contract receiving a request by the customer indicates that the customer agreed to the terms and conditions of the contract and has already deposited the double deposit collateral. The file server would then deposit the same amount as collateral. This helps in incentivizing every entity to act honest and to ensure that all participating entities are equal in their authority levels. The contract then automatically creates a unique token for the customer that has a validity depending on the type of the digital content requested. The token is visible to everyone listening in the network. The server would then enable the customer off-chain to securely download the content using the created token.
The file server would then confirm the download by executing a function in the smart contract. This confirmation notifies everyone that the customer has downloaded the content from the file server. The customer would then also execute a function with the download confirmation result. If the customer is satisfied, the payment is settled and the collaterals are refunded to everyone. The owner and the file server would share the item price. However, if the customer is unsatisfied, the arbitrator takes the customer's token and uses it to download the same file. The arbitrator's result would determine if the customer is entitled for a refund or not.
Furthermore, the system also allows the customer to ask for a refund as long as the file server has not yet deposited its collateral. This also helps in returning the funds in case the file server took more than the expected time to respond and to deposit the collateral. The full code 1 is also made available for all the details. Figure 3 presents the sequence diagram that captures the function calls and events which take place in three different scenarios. The sequence diagram shows the full sequence of events, commencing with the collateral deposit and ending with the payment settlement. Alternative 1 in Figure 3 represents a successful transaction where both the file server and the customer agree that the download was successful. On the other hand, in both of the other alternatives, the file server states that the customer downloaded the content but the customer claims that they did not. Therefore, alternatives 2 and 3 shown in 3 show the dispute cases where the arbitrator steps in. In alternative 2, the arbitrator was also unable to download the content from the server using the customer's token. Hence, a refund takes place. However, in alternative 3, the customer's claim is wrong, therefore, the payment is settled just like in a successful transaction as seen in alternative 1 payment settlement. The rest of this section discusses the details of the important algorithms used in the code.
1) REQUESTING THE DIGITAL CONTENT
Algorithm (1) shows the algorithm requesting the digital content by the customer. The customer first reviews the terms and conditions using the IPFS hash available in the smart contract. The customer then makes a request to get the digital content by depositing a collateral as well as the item price. This process is then followed by the file server depositing an equal collateral. The contract then generates a unique VOLUME 6, 2018 14 Revert contract state and show an error. 15 end customer token. The token is used off-chain by the customer to securely download the digital content after the server has provided an authorization to the customer.
2) SUCCESSFUL DOWNLOAD AND PAYMENT SETTLEMENT
Once the customer downloads the digital content from the server, the file server executes a function in the contract to notify everyone that the customer has downloaded the content. Algorithm (2) shows the details of a successful download which leads to a payment settlement only if the customer agrees and is satisfied. Consequently, the customer has to reply with a response that confirms their satisfaction. If the customer is satisfied, the payment is settled and the transaction is completed successfully. The file server and the customer would all get back their deposited collateral. Moreover, the owner and file server would get their share of the payment.
3) UNSUCCESSFUL DOWNLOAD AND DISPUTE
If the customer's download confirmation is negative and they do not agree with the file server, this leads to the customer being unsatisfied. Hence, only in this case the arbitrator is requested to step in. Algorithm (3) shows the full details of how the dispute is handled when the customer is unsatisfied. The arbitrator would try to download from the file server the same digital content using the same customer token. If the arbitrator was able to download the content, then the customer's claim is falsified and the payment is settled just like in a successful transaction. All collaterals are returned and the owner as well as the file server are payed according to their share. However, if the arbitrator also faces a problem and is unable to download the content, the customer is refunded and all collaterals are returned. Change state of CA to Download confirmed by Server.
6
Create a notification with server download result.
7
Wait for confirmation from CA. foreach e ∈ E do 10 Return back the collateral.
end 12
Pay the owner and file server their share. This section describes the details of testing the smart contract code. Four main functionalities are tested which include a successful collateral deposit after a customer requests a document, unique token generation, a successful payment settlement and a refund based on dispute handling by the arbitrator. The testing also involves multiple customers to show that the code is designed to handle multiple requests by different customers from different Ethereum addresses. The Ethereum addresses of the owner, file server and arbitrator are ''0xca35b7d915458ef540ade6068dfe2f44e8f a733c'', ''0x14723a09acff6d2a60dcdf7aa4aff308fddc160c'' and ''0xdd870fa1b7c4700f2bd7f44238821c26f7392148'' respectively. All functions can only be executed by certain entities with specific Ethereum addresses unless they are made for customers with any Ethereum address. Therefore, all restricted functions with modifiers have been tested successfully and they would revert back to the old state if an unauthorized caller tries to execute them.
1) DOCUMENT REQUEST AND COLLATERAL DEPOSITS
A customer requests a document using a payable function. Therefore, the collateral which in this case was twice the item price will be withdrawn from the customer's account along with the payment. In this testing scenario, there are two
Algorithm 3 Unsuccessful Download and Dispute Handling
Input : E, arbitrator, caller, customer address 1 CA ← customer address. 2 X ← arbitrator address. 3 E set of all Ethereum addresses with collateral deposits. 4 if caller = CA ∧ (state ∈ CA) = Unsatisfied then 5 Create a notification to X .
6
X uses token ∈ CA to download digital content.
7
x ← X download result.
if x = true then 9
Create a notification that CA is right. Create a notification that CA is wrong.
14 foreach e ∈ E do 15 Refund the collateral.
end 17
Pay the owner and server their share. customers who requested the digital content with Ethereum addresses ''0x4b0897b0513fdc7c541b6d9d7e929c4e5364 d2db'' and ''0x583031d1113ad414f02576bd6afabfb302140 225''. The item price here is 1 Ether, hence, the collateral is 2 Ether. After the customers have successfully made their payment along with their request, the file server also payed the collateral of 2 Ether and a token was generated for each customer. Figure 4 shows the balance of the customers as almost 97 Ether. This indicates that they have successfully requested the digital content. Also, the file server's balance is almost 96 Ether which indicates that it has deposited a collateral for two customers successfully.
2) TOKEN GENERATION
A unique token is automatically generated by the smart contract for each customer after the file server pays the collateral. This is done using an internal function that is called by the smart contract. The token is generated using the keccak256 hash of the customer address, number of customers, number of successful sales, validity and block time stamp. Figure 5 shows the event logs that have the unique token generated for the customer with Ethereum address ''0x583031d1113ad414f02576bd6afabfb302140225''.
3) SUCCESSFUL TRANSACTION AND PAYMENT SETTLEMENT
A successful transaction means that the file server indicated that the customer has downloaded the content and the customer has agreed and is satisfied. Figure 6 show the logs after an event was triggered as the server indicated that customer with Ethereum address ''0x4b0897b0513fdc7c541b6d9d7e929c4e5364d2db'' has downloaded the content from the file server.
Then the customer would provide their confirmation. A successful transaction means the customer is satisfied and agrees with the file server that the download was successful. Consequently, the payment is automatically settled and the collateral is returned to the customer and the file server as shown in Figure 7 . Moreover, the owner and the file server share the payed price equally. Figure 7 presents the Ether balance of the customer with Ethereum address ''0x4b 0897b0513fdc7c541b6d9d7e929c4e5364d2db'' increased by 2 Ether as they received back their collateral. The owner received 0.5 Ether and the file server received 2.5 Ether. VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 7. Ether balance after payment settlement.
4) UNSUCCESSFUL TRANSACTION AND DISPUTE HANDLING
If the customer disagrees with the file server indicating that the customer has downloaded the content successfully, this leads to a dispute and to the arbitrator stepping in. The arbitrator would use the customer's token off-chain to download the same content from the file server. If the arbitrator is able to download the content, the payment is settled as mentioned previously just like in a successful transaction. Otherwise, a refund occurs. Figure 8 show the logs after the arbitrator used the token of the unsatisfied customer with the Ethereum address ''0x583031d1113ad414f02576bd6afabfb302140225''. The arbitrator could not also download the content. Hence, a refund occurs automatically after the arbitrator provides the result. Figure 9 provide the Ether balance of the customer with address ''0x583031d1113ad414f02576bd6afabfb30214 0225'' refunded back 3 Ether. Also, the file server is refunded back the collateral. This shows a successful refund after the dispute was handled by the arbitrator. The arbitrator is only involved in the case of dispute.
V. SECURITY ANALYSIS
This section provides security analysis of the proposed system. The section also provides vulnerability analysis for the smart contract code.
A. VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS
While writing any code it is crucial to ensure that it is bug free and is not vulnerable to any security threats. However, it is especially critical to safeguard a smart contract code against any vulnerabilities, risks and attacks as a smart contract deals directly with assets of high value [19] . Hence, a security attack will lead to severe financial loses.
The decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) is a well-known attack that lead to the loss of 3.6 million Ethers and a hard fork of the Ethereum network. The attack occurred when the code allowed a hacker to recursively call a function before the initial call was completed [20] . Therefore, the code was vulnerable to re-entrancy. Consequently, it is vital to test the code thoroughly and use essential security analysis tools to help eradicate any security vulnerabilities.
Oyente is an open source tool that is used for smart contract code analysis against known bugs and vulnerabilities. It is necessary to eliminate security holes that allow an adversary to manipulate with the execution of a smart contract. Oyente works on the byte code and not on the high level language such as Solidity [21] . The tool provides to the user an analysis report that verifies the availability of certain important security bugs such as Transaction Ordering Dependence (TOD), timestamp-dependence, mishandled exceptions or re-entrancy detection [21] . Figure 10 shows the Oyente vulnerability analysis report on our smart contract code. None of the vulnerabilities that the tool checks for is ''True''. The results show that the code does not suffer from security bugs, hence, the result shows ''False'' in green. 
B. SECURITY FEATURES
This section discusses how our solution addresses key security requirements and features related to confidentiality, integrity, non-repudiation, authentication and authorization. Also we discuss how secure and resilient our solution against popular attacks as those of man in the middle (MITM) attacks and replay attacks.
• Confidentiality: Confidentiality ensures that the communication made between any two parties cannot be interpreted by anyone else. Therefore, unauthorized access to the data cannot take place. Confidentiality can be achieved through encryption. It is necessary to keep the off-chain communication between the customers and the file server confidential to ensure that only the authorized customers have access to the digital content. Therefore, in our solution, message encryption and decryption is achieved through a secure SSL session after a successful handshake that ensures the authentication of the customer and file sever. Using blockchain in our solution exempts us from the burden of using the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) for encryption. The current PKI system is centralized and therefore, lacks transparency and depends on trusting certificate authorities in the distribution of keys [22] . The unique Ethereum Address that each participating entity owns comes with asymmetric public key pairs which are used for encrypting the communicated messages through the SSL session.
• Integrity: All exchanged messages between the participating entities on the Ethereum blockchain are all tamper proof and cannot be altered. Moreover, the offchain communication between the customers and the file server is secured with time stamps and a unique customer token that is already communicated on the chain. Therefore, the communication is secured against replay and Man In The Middle (MITM) attacks.
• Non-repudiation: The communication on the Ethereum blockchain and the events that take place are all part of the logs, where the initiator of the calls is recorded and cannot be manipulated with. Hence, no one can deny their own actions as it is already all recorded in tamper proof logs. Moreover, concerning the off-chain communication, if an intruder tries to mimic a customer's EA or token, they will be discovered as they cannot know the right private key to sign the message.
• Authentication and Authorization: All functions of the smart contract can only be accessed by certain authorized entities. If the initiator of the call is identified as unauthorized an error occurs and all states are reverted. Furthermore, off-chain communication between the customers and the file server first depends on a successful handshake for authentication, which yields to a secure SSL connection to download the content.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a blockchain-based solution and framework for the PoD of digital assets. Our solution and framework are generic enough that it can be used to orchestrate and govern the sale and delivery of any digital asset or content, including streamed video and audio. All transactions and interactions for the sale and download of digital items are controlled by Ethereum smart contracts. Content download of the digital media is carried out using off-chain secure channel. The smart contracts were designed, implemented, and fully tested with various mechanisms and algorithms to automate payment in Ether, handles disputes, and sets penalties to incentivize participants to act honestly. The smart contracts use the IPFS decentralized file system to ensure the integrity of the agreement form between the parties is well maintained. In the paper, we demonstrated how we implemented and tested the full functionalities of the smart contracts. We provided a security analysis in which we demonstrated that our smart contract code is safe and free of known exploitable security vulnerabilities and bugs. We also showed how our solution addresses key security requirements, and how it is secure against popular attacks such as MITM and replay attacks.
